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PrepShipHub is a reliable cloud - based company that offers you solutions on fulfillment centers,
warehouses and FBA/FBM prep centers. Our mission is to provide you with excellent services
for your clients.

Here at PSH, we reduce your weight by assisting you with proper packaging, labeling, and
efficient delivery of your products without any delay. We deliver your products to your clients or
designated warehouses at cost effective rates. We also offer a software solution to engage and
encourage management of inventories, orders and warehouses efficiently.

A great benefit of PSH is the ability to track your inventory.

ABOUT US

PrepShipHub actively engages in growth and efficiency.

We aim at providing reliable, fast, and cost effective solutions to e-commerce clients.

At PSH, we understand the myriad of tasks needed to help your business grow. We ensure that
your customers orders are fulfilled. This enables you to focus on other criteria to boost your
business's growth.

PSH is trusted and our services are top notch. We run your e-commerce operations smoothly,
and also offer a range of other services that might fit your business model.

We have the Zeal, competency and professionalism that your business needs.

PSH and disappointments can not be embedded in one sentence. We prioritize your returns
and customer satisfaction above all.

OUR SOLUTIONS

PSH offers the following effective and cost saving solutions to provide a seamless
environment for your business or warehouse.

E-commerce fulfillments

If you're running an e-commerce business, then PrepShipHub has the right solution for you. It
will always be vital to us to ship your products to clients in due time and also with great
consideration towards accuracy and speed.



We pride ourselves in our speedy delivery services and excellent packaging and prepping.

Our e-commerce fulfillment solutions include receiving inventory, prepping and shipping
batches, track inventory, increase accuracy, and manage costs efficiently.

You and your clients will attain the utmost satisfaction from using our services.

FBM Fulfillment

Your E-commerce business will be our top priority. We also offer solutions for your FBM
fulfillment.  PrepShipHub offers reliable pick-pack-ship solutions to fulfill your buyers orders. As
a seller, you'd have less paperwork to deal with and our efficiency will make your brand credible.

FBA Prep

We make business with Amazon sellers easy and without inconvenience. Amazon has a lot of
restrictive rules that must be followed. We ensure that your inventory is prepared and packaged
in accordance with their requirements. This prevents you from incurring any loss from rejection
of inventory or payment of non compliance fees from Amazon. We serve you superior services
and provide the best solutions for your valuable clients.

Inventory and warehouse management

We provide a solution for you to easily synchronize your inventory with your online store. You'll
be able to track and know the quantity of stock at hand and how much is delivered per day. You
can track all your inventories at multiple warehouses in any location with us. This is to ensure
the safety of your stock.


